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Abstract. For many years EM Side-Channel Attacks, which exploit the statistical link between the magnetic field radiated by secure ICs and the data they process, are a critical threat. Indeed, attackers need to find only one hotspot (position of the EM probe over the IC surface) where there is an exploitable leakage to compromise the security. As a result, designing secure ICs robust against these attacks is incredibly difficult because designers must warrant there is no hotspot over the whole IC surface. This task is all the more difficult as there is no CAD tool to compute the magnetic field radiated by ICs and hence no methodology to detect hotspots at the design stages. Within this context, this paper introduces a flow allowing predicting the EM radiations of ICs and two related methodologies. The first one aims at identifying and quantifying the dangerousness of EM hotspots at the surface of ICs, i.e. positions where to place an EM probe to capture a leakage. The second one aims at locating leakage hotspots in ICs, i.e. areas in circuits from where these leakages originate.
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1 Introduction

Side-Channel Attacks (SCA) exploit physical leakages of integrated devices such as their power consumption \cite{8} or their EM radiations \cite{5} to unveil secret data they store. To exploit EM radiations, an attacker positions a tiny EM probe at a height $h$ ranging typically between 0 and 1mm above the IC surface to collect EM traces. These traces, representing the evolution in the time domain of the magnetic field radiated by the device under test, are then stored and analyzed using statistical distinguishers or related tests. Among these distinguishers, the most popular is the correlation coefficient ($\rho$) which is involved in the Bravais-Pearson test. It was first used by E. Brier to set up the well known correlation power analysis (CPA) \cite{1}.
CPA works very well and allows identifying with an incredibly ease (without exaggerated means or important skills) the key or exponent manipulated by cryptographic algorithms mapped on silicon without hardware or software countermeasures. In presence of countermeasures, such as masking, higher order CPA can be used [12]. Hence the danger SCA constitute and the need for countermeasures.

Many smart and efficient countermeasures have been proposed in the literature. The most popular [2, 3, 7] randomize the course of algorithms and thus physical leakages such as EM radiations. However, when it comes to integrating them all benefits of such countermeasures can sometimes vanish because of physical effects in devices or some negligence during the design stages. When this occurs, this is the cause of huge loss of time and money. Hence the need for verification tools and methodologies prior fabrication. However, at that day and up to the best of our knowledge there is no industrial CAD tool nor CAD tool based methodology to verify if a design is free of any EM leakage and checks are thus often limited to some analyses of the number of signal switching using systemC or HDL simulators [6, 11] or of the power consumption usually performed with Signoff Power Analysis tools [13, 14].

Within this context, this document aims at introducing, through a concrete example, a complete simulation flow allowing to predict the EM radiations of ICs as well as locating and quantifying the dangerousness of eventual EM hotspots and leakage hotspots. An EM hotspot is a position above the IC surface at which an EM probe must be placed to exploit a leakage while a leakage hotspot is a part of circuit where the root cause of a leakage can be found.

The simulation flow presentation starts with the description, in section 2, of the considered test case and elementary considerations related to EM waves and IC structures. This section ends by the identification of the problems to be solved. Section 3 introduces solutions to the different problems. It ends by the getting of maps revealing where there are EM and leakage hotspots in our testcase and where they are easier to exploit. EM leakage maps being similar to what an attacker can draw, they are confronted with experimental data. Finally, section 4 concludes the document.

Fig. 1: Magnetic probe above the testchip (left) and mapping of the maximum amplitude (right).
2 Test case, elementary considerations and problem statement

2.1 Testcase

The development of the simulation flow described in this document was carried out, step by step, based on a concrete example and more particularly on an experimental map of the EM field radiated by an IC. This example is a circuit designed in a 40nm technology. It integrates different blocks, among which one can find an unprotected AES co-processor. The length and width of the die are both equal to 2mm.

As an experimental reference to develop the herein proposed simulation flow, a map of the vertical magnetic field radiated by a part of the die was acquired with an ICR probe from Langer while the AES was ciphering plaintexts. During the cartography, the EM probe was placed at the close vicinity of the IC surface ($h \approx 50\,\mu m$). At each position, a set of EM traces corresponding to the ciphering of different plaintexts was acquired in order to be able to identify leaking zones by running CPAs. Fig. 1 shows the EM probe above the die and the mapping of the maximal amplitude of acquired signals.

2.2 Magnetic field and IC structure

Any current $I$ flowing in a wire creates a magnetic field in its neighborhood. The amplitude and direction of the magnetic field created by the wire $W$ are given by the Biot-Savart law:

$$\vec{B}(\vec{r}) = \frac{\mu_0}{4\pi} \int_W \frac{I \cdot d\vec{l} \wedge (\vec{r} - \vec{r}')}{|\vec{r} - \vec{r}'|^3}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Considering this law one may wonder where currents are flowing in an IC and where they are the stronger. The observation of various IC layouts provides the answers. First, currents are flowing in the power ($Vdd$) and ground ($Gnd$) grids of ICs. Second, because of the 3D structure of these grids, currents consumed by CMOS logic gates add up in the top part of the power and ground grids. As a result, and illustrated in Fig. 2 giving a simple sketch of the supply network, the currents flowing in the upper metal layers of the power and ground grids are stronger than those flowing in the lower metal layers. In addition, they get stronger as we get close to the pads.

According to these observations, it can be assumed that the magnetic field radiated by the circuits is mostly due to the top metal layers of the power supply in which flow the strongest currents (and which is also the closest to EM probe when CPA are performed front side). This assumption, which is also made in [9,10], suggests that one can localize EM hotspots after the place and route design step by performing CPAs on the traces of the current flowing in each wire segment (see Fig. 2 to visualize a wire segment) of the upper part of the power and ground grids.

2.3 Maps of currents and EM hotspot localization

The traces of the currents flowing in wire segments, which depend on the data processed by the simulated IC, can be obtained with voltage drop analysis tools like RedHawk from ANSYS. Such tools also deliver dynamic maps of currents flowing in ICs.

By following the above idea, RedHawk was used to get the current flowing in the top wire segments of our testchip for different stimuli files (vcd) corresponding to the ciphering of different
plaintexts by the AES using the same key. The time resolution of these simulations was set so as to obtain the best trade-off between good accuracy and simulation time.

Then a CPA was applied to the resulting sets of traces in order to localize EM hotspots and correlation (one per key byte) maps were drawn. Maps of the maximal signal amplitude were also drawn. Fig. 3a and b give the simulated and experimental maps of the maximal signal amplitude. The simulated and measured correlation maps are also displayed in Fig. 3c and d respectively.

One can observe that maps of the maximal signal amplitude are radically different and even in opposition. Indeed, the currents have a high amplitude in a rectangular vertical area centered above the AES while the measured vertical magnetic field has a high amplitude on the left and right sides of the AES where the currents are weak. There is a main reason explaining this result: the vertical magnetic field at the vertical of a wire in which flows a current is null. Hence, the EM signals collected above the AES with an ICR probe measuring the vertical magnetic field are necessarily weak. Analytical expressions sustaining this statement are given in next section. This raises the problem of what a probe measures; this concern is addressed later in the document. Nevertheless, at that stage one must therefore conclude that maps of current can not be used to localize EM hotspots, i.e. positions at which the EM probe should be placed to capture a leakage.

Conversely, simulated and experimental correlation maps cannot be used to locate where leakages come from in ICs. Indeed, the correlations between the magnetic field or the current and the Hamming Weight (variable H) of processed data are high on the left and right sides of the AES and not where the AES is placed, i.e. where leakages necessarily occur. In addition, the highest correlations between the current and H are obtained at positions where the current is extremely weak ($\approx 1\mu A$) and probably difficult to measure. This is due to the fact that the correlation coefficient $\rho$ is insensitive to the magnitude of data: $\rho(1e9 \times X, Y) = \rho(X, Y)$. As a result of this insensitiveness and of the absence of measurement noise in simulated traces, CPAs applied to all wire segments in the circuit were all successful in disclosing the right key. This is not the case in practice.
Fig. 3: (a) Experimental correlation map for the third byte (b) Simulated correlation map for the third byte (c) Experimental map of the maximal EM signal amplitude (d) Simulated map of the maximal amplitude of the current.

2.4 Problem statement

From all the above, one must conclude that if a designer aims at identifying EM hotspots at design stage, he cannot avoid simulating the magnetic field and the signal measured by the EM probe. The first problem is how to simulate this?

Similarly, if a designer aims at locating in a design where leakages originate, he must use a distinguisher taking into account the magnitude of signals and ideally allowing to classify leakages according to their measurability and thus dangerousness. The second problem is how to define such a distinguisher?

Finally, as a last problem, it would be great to take into account in simulation the unavoidable measurement noise, assumed Gaussian in this paper, as well as the capability of adversaries. Next section introduces solutions to this problem.
3 Locating EM hotspots and Leakage hotspots

This section first describes how to locate leakage hotspots in a circuit at the design step and second how to simulate a correlation electromagnetic attack (CEMA) and locate EM hotspots. From the above, it is now clear that EM hotspots and leakage hotspots are different. A leakage hotspot is part of the design where a leakage is produced while an EM hotspot is a position at which an EM probe must be placed to collect a leakage.

3.1 Locating Leakage hotspots at design stage

The expression of the correlation coefficient involved in the Bravais-Pearson test, allowing deciding of the significance of a linear link between the Hamming Weight or Distance, $H$, and the measured or simulated side-channel signal, $S$, is:

$$\rho(H, S) = \frac{\text{cov}(H, S)}{\sqrt{V(H)} \cdot \sqrt{V(S)}}$$

with $\text{cov}(H, S)$ the covariance between the Hamming Weight and the signal, and $V(H), V(S)$ the variances of these random variables.

To thwart the problem of insensitiveness of the correlation to the magnitude of data, a trivial solution is to neglect the denominator in eq. 2 which plays a normalization role. However, in order to link the simulation results to measurement noise (assumed normal and of zero mean: $N(0, \sqrt{V(\eta)})$ and to the quality of the adversary’s equipment, the solution we propose is different while remaining simple.

It consists in taking advantage that simulated traces are noise free to compute the variance of the Gaussian noise that must be added in the simulated traces to force the correlation to be insignificant, i.e. to fail the Bravais-Pearson test. The null hypothesis (H0) of this test being that $\rho = 0$; the composite one (H1) being $|\rho| > 0$.

To that end, let us consider that the measurement noise is independent of the signal. With $\eta$ a sample of the noise, this leads to write:

$$\text{cov}(H, S + \eta) = \text{cov}(H, S) \quad V(S + \eta) = V(S) + V(\eta)$$

and to express the link between the correlation, $\rho$, obtained with the noise free simulated traces and the correlation, $\rho_{\eta}$, after introduction of the Gaussian noise in traces:

$$\rho_{\eta} = \sqrt{\frac{V(S)}{V(S) + V(\eta)}} \cdot \rho$$

Considering now the significance test of the correlation coefficient which statistic:

$$T = \frac{\rho \cdot \sqrt{n - 2}}{\sqrt{1 - \rho^2}}$$

follows a Student distribution (with $(n-2)$ degrees of freedom, $n$ being the number of traces) to decide, with a confidence level $(1 - \alpha)$, if $\rho_{\eta}$ is null or not, we get the critical value of the correlation, $\rho_{\text{crit}}$, above which $\rho_{\eta}$ must be considered significant (H0 rejected):

$$\rho_{\text{crit}} = \sqrt{\frac{V(S)}{V(S) + V(\eta)}} \cdot \rho$$
Finally, from eq. 6, the variance $V(\eta)$ of the noise that must be added to simulated traces to render the correlation insignificant can be deduced:

$$V(\eta) = V(S) \cdot \left[ \frac{\rho^2}{\rho_{crit}^2} - 1 \right]$$

(7)

Because $\rho$ and $V(S)$ are known from simulations and because $\rho_{crit}^2$ is fixed by the choice of the confidence level $(1 - \alpha)$, $V(\eta)$ can easily be computed in an automated manner. However, as shown by eq. 7, $V(\eta)$ could be positive (if $|\rho| > |\rho_{crit}|$) or negative (if $|\rho| < |\rho_{crit}|$). A positive value defines the minimal measurement noise required to hide the leakage, a negative value is not acceptable for a variance. In that case, the obtained value means that no measurement noise is required to render the correlation insignificant and thus that there is no leakage: $V(\eta)$ must be considered equal to zero.

The above approach was applied to the traces of current obtained with RedHawk. Fig. 4 gives the standard deviation of the minimal measurement noise that must be injected into traces of current to hide the leakages (make them pass the significance test) related to the first and third bytes of the key.

In these maps, one can observe a large part of the IC colored in dark blue. These parts correspond to areas with $\sqrt{V(\eta)} \simeq 0$, i.e. leakage free areas. One can also observe an area encompassing the AES in which $\sqrt{V(\eta)} > 0$. This is the area from where the leakages originate. More precisely, the wire segments enclosed in this area are close to some CMOS gates which are leaking.

One could be surprised that positions outside the area where is placed and routed the AES are characterized by a $V(\eta)$ value significantly greater than 0. However, one must not. This is just a direct illustration that current flows from leaking CMOS gates toward the supply pads. This explains why these analyses were also performed on the currents flowing in Metal 1 wire segments (see Fig. 2) to better localize leakage hotspots by cross-checking the maps. After doing this, it is obvious that leakages are originating from the AES and not from the same part of the AES depending on which byte is considered.

Finally, looking at these maps one can conclude that the third byte is leaking more than the first byte. This observation should be kept in mind. Indeed, it is confronted with experimental results later in the paper.

Despite the simplicity of the test case, this demonstrates the soundness of the approach to identify and ranking leakage hotspots in a circuit before its fabrication. In addition, getting an estimate of $V(\eta)$ provides an estimate of the minimal signal to noise ratio (SNR) required to reveal the secret in practice, and thus of the measurement capabilities an adversary must have to find the key. Indeed, the variance of the signal for each time sample of traces is known. The computation of the $\text{SNR} = \frac{V(S)}{V(\eta)}$ is therefore straightforward [4].

### 3.2 Locating EM hotspots at design stage

In the previous section a solution to find out leakage hotspots at design stage has been proposed. However, this solution is far from indicating where an EM probe must be positioned to collect the related leakages. Indeed, this requires computing the magnetic field as well as its flux in the EM probe.

Adversaries usually place their probe measuring the vertical magnetic field as close as possible from the IC surface to get EM traces with the highest possible spatial resolution and the best
Fig. 4: Standard deviation of the noise to add in traces of current flowing in Metal top wire segments to hide the leakage of the byte 1 (a) and 3 (b). Standard deviation of the noise to add in traces of current flowing in Metal 1 wire segments to hide the leakage of the byte 1 (c) and 3 (d).

possible signal to noise ratio. They therefore measure the variation of the magnetic flux crossing their probe along a plane parallel to the IC surface.

To compute the magnetic field and flux, we thus consider a surface parallel to the IC surface at a height $h$ from it. This surface is split into small squares to get a matrix which coefficients are either the magnetic field at the center of the squares or the magnetic flux crossing them.

The computation of the vertical magnetic field, $B_z(x, y, h, t)$, at the coordinate $(x, y, h)$ corresponding at the center of a square is done by summing the contributions, $B_i^z(x, y, h, t)$, of the $w$ wire segments denoted $[AB]$ of length $l_{AB} = \sqrt{(x_A - x_B)^2 + (y_A - y_B)^2}$:

$$B_z(x, y, h, t) = \sum_{i=0}^{w} B_i^z(x, y, h, t)$$

These contributions are estimated using the Biot-Savart law and more precisely the expressions below. They give respectively the amplitude of the vertical magnetic field (see Fig. 5a) generated
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by a wire segment, parallel to the y axis (eq. 9) and the x axis (eq. 10) at the coordinate \((x, y, h)\), traversed by a current \(I(t)\).

\[
B_z^y(x, y, h, t) = \frac{\mu_0}{4\pi} \cdot \frac{x}{\sqrt{x^2 + h^2}} \left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{x^2 + (y - y_A)^2}} + \frac{1}{\sqrt{x^2 + (y - y_B)^2}} \right) \cdot I(t) \tag{9}
\]

\[
B_z^x(x, y, h, t) = \frac{\mu_0}{4\pi} \cdot \frac{y}{\sqrt{y^2 + h^2}} \left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{(x - x_A)^2 + y^2}} + \frac{1}{\sqrt{(x - x_B)^2 + y^2}} \right) \cdot I(t) \tag{10}
\]

Despite these formulas are useful to compute \(B_z(x, y, h, t)\), they also provide interesting information. First, the vertical magnetic field radiated by a wire segment, \(B_z\), at the vertical of this segment is null. Second, when measured over a plane, it reaches its maximal value at a distance from the wire segment which directly depends on \(h\). In the example of Fig. 5, this distance is equal to 26\(\mu m\) and 4\(\mu m\) for \(h\) equal to 100\(\mu m\) and 25\(\mu m\) respectively. Third, the greater \(h\) is the more \(B_z\) can be perceived far from the wire segment, relatively to its maximal amplitude. These observations are illustrated in Fig. 5b and c that give maps of \(B_z\) at different heights \((x_A = x_B = 0\) and \(y_A = -y_b = 10\mu m)\) and the normalized evolution of the \(B_z\) along the bisecting line \(D\). All these observations mean that the near field scan of the vertical magnetic field can not be used directly to reveal with a high accuracy the origin of a leakage in ICs as it has been observed in Fig. 3. However, reducing \(h\) significantly reduces the localization errors.

![Fig. 5](image-url)

Fig. 5: (a) Illustration associated to eq. 10 and 9 (b) Evolution of the normalized vertical magnetic field along the bisecting line \(D\) for different values of \(h\) (c) Maps of the normalized magnetic field for different values of \(h\).
The $B_z$ matrix known, the computation of the flux in the probe is straightforward. It simply consists in integrating the magnetic field over all the squares enclosed in its surface; the flux through a square being given by $B_z(x, y, h, t) \times S_q$, assuming it uniform over the surface $S_q$ of the squares. For the simulation reported below, $S_q$ was set to a tenth of the ICR probe diameter.

![Experimental ρ maps on EM traces](image)

![Simulated $\sqrt{V(t)}$ maps](image)

![Simulated $\Phi$ maps](image)

**Fig. 6:** First line: experimental correlation maps for byte 1, 3 and 15. Second line: simulated standard deviation of the noise to add in $B_z(t)$ traces to hide the leakage in the magnetic field. Third line: simulated standard deviation of the noise to add in $\Phi(t)$ traces to hide the leakage in the magnetic flux collected by the EM probe.

This approach was applied to simulate the magnetic flux map an adversary would obtain using an EM probe placed at height $h = 50 \mu m$ from the IC surface. Then the magnetic noise required to hide the leakage in the magnetic field and flux was computed following the approach described in the preceding section.

Fig. 6 gives the results for bytes 1, 3 and 15 and allows confronting simulated EM leakage maps with experimental correlation maps. One can observe that the simulated maps are visually
in good agreement with experimental maps. In addition, the simulated maps rank the third byte as the most leaking one. This is also the case in practice as demonstrated by the trends of the experimental partial guessing entropies ($pGE$) [15] for the bytes 1, 3 and 15 at point $P$ and the $pGE$ maps given in Fig. 7 and 9. These $pGE$ were computed by applying five CPAs on increasing sets of $i = 100, 200, ..., m$ traces randomly selected in a reference set of traces. One can observe that the $pGE$ for the byte 3 quickly reaches 1 while for bytes 1 and 15 the $pGE$ reaches 1 after the processing of many more traces. One can also observe the similarity of $pGE$ and $\sqrt{V_0}$ maps. This demonstrates the soundness of the proposed approach for locating EM hotspots at the design stage. This could be of great help to speed up the experimental characterization of secure ICs but also to warrant their quality.

Fig. 7: (a) Experimental partial Guessing Entropies ($pGE$) vs number of traces at point $P$ for bytes 1, 3 and 15. (b,c,d) Experimental $pGE$ maps for bytes 1, 3 and 15 respectively.
As an additional validation step, our flow has been used to simulate what an adversary can observe with an ICR probe with a different diameter. New maps of the vertical magnetic field emitted by the die were therefore acquired with an ICR probe having a diameter 1.5 times bigger than the previous one. Then, the corresponding simulated maps were get by calculating the magnetic flux through the squares \( S_q \) having an area 1.5 bigger than before. Fig. 8 compares the experimental and simulated maps get with the new probe size, whereas Fig. 9 gives the result of the \( pGE \). First, one can observe that the maps of \( B_z \) are identical to those obtained before. That is correct, because the \( B_z \) radiated by the IC does not depend on the probe diameter. Second, as expected, the maps of \( \Phi \) are different. The maximal value of \( \Phi \) has increased due to the bigger size of the probe and the greater number of \( B_z \) contributions passing through the surface of this latter. Lastly, the results are again in good agreement and the byte 3 is still the most leaking one.

![Experimental and simulated maps](image)

**Fig. 8:** First line: experimental correlation maps for byte 1, 3 and 15. Second line: simulated standard deviation of the noise to add in \( B_z(t) \) traces to hide the leakage in the magnetic field. Third line: simulated standard deviation of the noise to add in \( \Phi(t) \) traces to hide the leakage in the magnetic flux collected by the EM probe. (Probe diameter 1.5 times bigger).
The proposed method is thus applicable to different probe sizes and opens the door to the analysis of which probe would be best to use in order to successfully carry out EM side-channel attacks and to find EM hotspots with high accuracy.

At this point, a key lesson of the maps showed in Fig. 4, 6 and 8 is that one of the strength of the EM side-channel lies in the fact that even if there are only few CMOS gates leaking in a circuit they can generate a significant EM leakage on a quite large surface. Indeed, the leaking currents of these gates propagate far from their originating point through the power and ground network and radiate through many antennas (wire segments), each of them contributing to the overall magnetic flux collected by an EM probe. Therefore, attention must be paid to the placement of cryptographic blocks as well as to the routing of the power and ground grids. The final simulation flow resulting from all the above can be used to that aim. Fig. 10 sums up this flow.
4 Conclusion

A simulation methodology to locate at design stage leaking hotspots in a circuit (part of the IC from where a leakage originates) and EM hotspots (position where a probe must be placed to measure it) has been introduced. It is fully based on commercial voltage drop analysis tools such as RedHawk from ANSYS. Its effectiveness has been demonstrated by confronting simulation results with experimental ones. Comparisons showed the methodology predicts correctly the positions of the hotspots and allows ranking them with respect to their intensity and easiness of measure by exploiting the concept of measurement noise to add for hiding the leakage.

In addition to the localization of hotspots, this simulation methodology could be useful to evaluate different floor-planning and power planing strategies at design stage, but also to verify the effectiveness of countermeasures and, finally, as an EM leakage sign-off methodology to detect design neglects or errors prior to fabrication.
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